
ADDENDUM NO. 3

RFP #013122 – District Document Scanning/Digital Image and Indexing Conversion Services

February 18, 2022

The following changes and/or additions to the RFP Documents shall apply to proposals made for and
to the execution of the various parts of the work affected and all other conditions shall remain the
same.

Careful note of this Addendum shall be taken by all vendors so that the proper allowances may be
made in strict accordance with the Addendum. Vendor shall submit their proposal and include this
addendum with signature to acknowledge receipt of this addendum. Failure to do so may subject the
vendor to disqualification.

In case of conflict between RFP Documents and this Addendum, this Addendum shall govern.

The first page is the acknowledgment and original signature for Addendum No. 3 to be included in the
vendor’s proposal. All subsequent pages provide questions and answers to RFI.

_________________________________________________________________________________

The vendor acknowledges that it received and fully considered Addendum No. 3 when completing the
Proposal documents.

I am a duly-authorized representative of the vendor and, in that capacity, I have reviewed the
information set forth in RFP Documents and Addendum No. 3 and have executed and submitted this
Proposal on behalf of the vendor.

Representative Name: ____________________________________

Representative Title: _____________________________________

Representative Signature: _________________________________

Date Signed: ____________________________________________

**Please attach this page with original signatures to your proposal.
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General questions:

1. Do you want all documents scanned as bitonal or would some documents need to be scanned in
grayscale or color? Bitonal and Color will be needed for Human Resources Documents; all other
documents can be black and white images.

2. Are documents single sided, double sided or a combination? A combination of both.

3. Are there any historical or sensitive documents to be converted? Yes

4. Are there any onion skin, rice paper documents? Yes

5. What are the oldest documents? Unknown; but we have documents that date back to the late 60s.

6. Can you please provide examples of indexing for each of the document types? We are looking for a
proposed solution for this to be included in the vendor’s proposal; however, please see reply to
question number 61 for examples.

7. Can you provide photo examples of some of the different types of documents that will require
scanning? We do not have photo examples.

8. Can all the documents be picked up at once? Upon commencement of the project, yes.  For the
remainder of the contract we would like a monthly and annual pick-up and availability upon
request.  The District is also seeking a solution for scanning documents and returning them for
daily use throughout the year.

9. Regarding Document Accessibility on page 18, please clarify if the District Staff will require the paper
copy of the original or if the document will just need to be emergency scanned and available for virtual
access to the document within 1 business day? A scanned copy of the document(s) made available
for virtual access within 1 business day will work; however, if the District requires original
documents, those should be made available to the District within three (3) business days.

10. Please clarify if the documents upon return require document re-assembly; which would include putting
back on the paperclips, binder clips, putting back into folders etc. or would they just need to be loose
leaf, but in the same order and orientation as received? This will depend on the types of files
scanned.  For example, older documents may not need to be retained and therefore no
re-assembly will be necessary; however, newer documents will need to be re-assembled.

11. Please clarify what type of Pictures are to be scanned? No actual pictures/photos, but rather copies
of photos, such as: driver’s licenses, IDs, social security cards, etc.

12. What size are the Pictures? Generally 8.5 x 11 xerox copies of pictures/photos.
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13. Under Proposed Fees it does not include a pricing request for the Pictures. Can you please confirm if
they should be added as an additional line item on the cost sheet? Please include pricing for the
copies of photos expressed above.

14. Could you please provide an estimated total box or page volume for the school district's project?
Unknown; a multitude of banker boxes and larger boxes filled with files.  There are
approximately 3.5 storage classrooms filled with boxes; 5 sea train containers; and additional
files stored in office spaces.

15. What is the anticipated box volume or page volume that will be released for scanning on a regular
basis? Unknown

16. What is the frequency that the school district anticipates release document boxes for scanning - weekly,
bi-weekly, monthly, quarterly? Monthly and annually.

17. What is the approximate number of document box pick-up locations within the district? There will be
multiple locations upon commencement (approximately 4-5 different locations). There will be
multiple school sites and department locations at the end of the school year and two locations
monthly.

18. Approximately how many different school district departments will be participating in this project?
About 4-5 departments.

19. What is the name of the current document management system that the scanned data will be imported
to? The District does not have an exclusive document management system.  The Human
Resources department uses PowerSchool Unified Talent Employee Records for uploading
personnel files, and the Student Services Center uses Infinite Campus as our Student
Information System for student records.  The Business Services department does not currently
have anything in place.  The District wishes to receive proposals with a plan or a solution that
includes a management system and/or viable options to import to existing management
system(s).

20. For each of the different document types that will be scanned, what is the approximate number of
pages per file? Unknown; there are a multitude of banker boxes and larger boxes filled with files.
There are approximately 3.5 storage classrooms filled with boxes; 5 sea train containers; and
additional files stored in office spaces.

21. What percentage pages will require color scanning? Less than 10%.

22. What is the percentage of pages that are duplex (content on both sides of one page)? Unknown

23. What percentage of your pages are large-format (larger than 11" x 17"? Unknown; very minimal;
construction plans primarily.
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24. What is the average number of large-format sheets (larger than 11" x 17") per document set, for
example, if the large format sheets are grouped in rolls, how many sheets on average per roll?
Unknown

25. Page 2 of the RFP states that the Agreement must be signed and returned with the proposal. However,
a signed Agreement is not part of the checklist. Please advise. Please provide a signed Agreement
with your proposal.

26. What level of signatory is required for the Letter of Interest? Anyone in your company with the
authority to sign.

27. Is the cover letter referenced in the checklist the same as the letter of interest? If not please provide
details regarding the cover letter. Yes, they are the same.

28. Regarding item 3 in the checklist, is the bidder required to include a full copy of the RFP back to the
District with completed forms? Alternatively, can bidders include completed forms in the body of our
proposal? If the RFP needs to be submitted, should this be a separate document (separate from the
proposal)? Proposers may include completed forms in the body of their proposal.

29. Does the District have a current vendor in place? No

30. What are the specific document types to be processed? Student Records, Personnel Records,
Accounts Payable Records, Statements, Payroll Records, Facilities Records, Drawings/Plans,
Legal Documents, etc.

31. What % of documents are 8.5 x 11? Most of the documents.

32. What % of documents are 8.5 x 14? Unknown

33. What % of documents are 11 x 17? Unknown; minimal.

34. What % of documents are larger than 11 x 17? Unknown; very minimal.

35. What % of documents are smaller than 8.5 x 5.5? Unknown; very minimal.

36. What % of pages are duplex? Unknown

37. What volume of documents will be returned to the District? What volume will be destroyed? Upon
commencement of the project, a larger percentage will be destroyed.  For the remainder of the
contract, unknown (minimal).

38. Please provide index values to be captured, by document type. Please see reply to question #61.
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39. Can the District provide an electronic file containing index values to be used for auto-population? Not
at the moment; we plan to work through this with the selected vendor.

40. Will the District provide a shipping manifest for each pickup? Is it available electronically? The District
wishes for the vendor to provide a strategy/plan that is beneficial for both parties as it relates to
the shipping manifest.

41. What are the total monthly volumes? Please specify the unit of measure (pages, images, documents,
envelopes, files, etc.). Unknown

42. How many pages per file? Varies and will depend on the type of record/document.

43. How many files per box? Varies

44. How many pages are there per document? Varies

45. How many documents per file? Varies

46. What is the District’s required turnaround time (from initial document pickup to delivery of indexed
images)? For older files that will be picked up upon commencement of project, the District
wishes Vendors to address in their proposal.  For newer files that will be picked up on a monthly
basis, the District would like a couple of weeks.

47. Specific to repository usage:
a. Does the District have a current repository? If yes, what platform is in use? No
b. What is the number of District users (and concurrent users) that will require access to the

repository? Approximately 15.
c. How long are images required to be kept? It varies; some will require a 3-5 year retention

and some are permanent files.
d. Does the District require the vendor to perform a migration of existing electronic documents to

the repository? If yes, what is the volume and what are the sources? What is legacy data
comprised of? No

e. Please identify any existing systems with which the repository must interface. Infinite Campus
for Student Records and PowerSchool for Personnel Records.

f. What fields are required for image indexing and retrieval? Please see reply to question #61.

48. Please provide details surrounding “magnetic media” mentioned in the scope of services. It is unlikely
that we have any documents on magnetic media.

49. RFP Section:  (iii) Keep documents in an established business location that provides security and
supervision. The District requires safeguards against theft, loss, and/or damage to be maintained at the
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highest levels. Contractor will be held responsible and fined up to $500 (per page) for lost, stolen, or
damaged documents.

a. How will this fine be determined and/or calculated? To be negotiated; the District will rely on
a shipping manifest proposed by the vendor for such instances.

50. RFP Section: List a minimum of three (3) projects contractor has completed in the last five (5) years
that have a similar scope and size of the Project identified herein, located within approximately
seventy-five (75) miles of the District’s administrative offices. For these projects, please provide:

a. Can the Scanning be done in the California area that is greater than 75 miles? Yes
b. Can the scanning provider perform the work on site? For older records to be scanned and

destroyed, and upon commencement of the project, yes.

51. Is the district considering a Document management solution? Yes, please review RFP for additional
information regarding this.

52. Is the District willing to release all of the document boxes at one time for scanning? Yes
a. If not, what is the maximum number of boxes the district intends to release on a regular basis?

53. Can you provide a rough estimate as to the total number of documents boxes for this project?
Unknown

54. What is the preferred time frame that the district would like this project to be completed? To be
discussed and negotiated. The District wishes for the Vendor to address this in their proposal.

55. Is the district looking for a cloud-based document management system to be recommended in this bid
response? The district is looking for the best viable options.

56. What is the name of the District's current document management system that the scanned data will be
imported to? Please see reply to question #19.

57. Is the District requiring the contractor to import directly into the District's current document management
solution? If yes, please describe the format. Please see reply to question #19.

58. Is there a retention period that has been identified for each of your different record types?  If so, can
you provide this information? It varies; some files will need to be retained for 3-5 years and some
are permanent records.

59. Will the majority of the district's documents require scanning at the folder level (each folder is scanned
as a multi-page PDF) or will file folders be broken out into multiple different document types per folder?
This will vary depending on the type of record.

a. If the file folders will be broken out into multiple document types, please describe how will the
vendor identify the various document types within a folder?  For example: By divider tabs,
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stapled or clipped sections of pages within the folder, etc. Some records contain divider tabs
and clipped sections.

60. On average how many index fields are there per file? (The keywords you will use to search for a
document within your document management system) Anywhere from 3 - 8 fields.

61. Can you please provide a list reflecting some of the key record categories that will be scanned for this
project and what are the index values associated with each?  As an example: Student Records: Index
values are: Student Name, Student ID, Date of Birth, etc.

a. Student Records: School site, year, student last name/first name, student ID number, date
of birth, etc.

b. Employee Records: Names (first and last, other names), Hire Date, Separation Date,
Position, Employee Number, SS#, DOB, work location, etc.

c. Business Legal Records: Will need to discuss solutions with vendor - examples: Case #,
project name/number, etc.

d. Payroll Records: Employee number, first/last name, etc.
e. Invoice Payment Records: Vendor number (Name), invoice #, date, etc.
f. Construction Plans/Records: Will need to discuss solutions with vendor - examples: DSA

#, project name, OPCS, etc.
g. Accounts Payable Records: Customer number, name, etc.

62. Would the district be able to provide a sortable database containing index values along with unique ID
numbers associated with its folders? (This would allow for auto-population of the required index
values.) No

63. For large-format sheets (pages that are larger than 11" x 17") what is the approximate average number
of pages per document set?  For example, if the large-format sheets are grouped in rolls, how many
sheets are there on average per roll? Unknown

64. For large-format sheets (pages larger than 11" x 17")  where will the index values be located? For
example, on hanging tabs, within the legend of the 1st page, etc. This will vary.
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